Let Us Be One

...That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in us....
I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one. Jn. 17:20-23

1. Come, all ye ransomed, let us be one, One as the Father, Spirit, and Son;
2. Hear ye the call from heaven today, Let all division vanish away;
3. All ye are brethren, Jesus hath said, All of one body, having one Head;
4. Sweet is the fellowship that doth flow Into the hearts this unity know;

Heart joined to heart and hand joined to hand, Let us march together to the promised land.
Love all-embracing then will unite In a host triumphant for the truth and right.
On-ly one heaven all hope to gain, Let us not divided any more remain.
Strong are the ties that bind soul to soul, They shall not be severed while the ages roll.

Refrain

Let us be one, oh, let us be one, So that the prayer of Christ we fulfill;
Let us be one, yes, ever be one, Thus shall we do God's holy will.